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2022 BOY Road to Oklahoma Block 

   In case you use 
directional fabrics,  
consider the 
rotated block too 

 
Don’t you just love patterns that form when the blocks come together? 

 
Note: 

Each block can be made with one main fabric, or with different fabrics. For example, 
fabrics A, B and C on the diagram. If donating individual blocks, please use white/reads 
whiteish background (bkgrd) fabrics. Also, a scrappy bkgrd (multiple fabrics) can help 
blend the blocks in the final quilt if you are donating individual blocks. 
 
Possible layouts of 16 blocks: 

 
 
 
 

For Each 8 ½” (unfinished) block:   Corner unit           Four patch 

2 of 2 ½” main fabric squares (for corner units)  
2 of 2 ½” x 10 ½” strips of main fabric (for four-patch units) 
2 of 2 ½” bkgrd fabric squares (for corner units) 
2 of 2 ½” x 10 ½” strips of bkgrd fabric (for four-patch units) 
4 of 2 ½” HST (half square triangle) units with main and bkgrd fabrics (for corner units) 
 
Amount of Fabric Needed 
For 16 bocks you will need: 
¾ yard background fabric 
¾ yard main fabric(s)  Note: If you use 3 main fabrics, 3 FQs will work for all the pieces you need. 
To make 36” X 36” quilt you will also need 2 ½” (unfinished) borders.   
 
If using Accuquilt: 
For Each 8 ½” (unfinished) block, cut: 

6 of 2 ½” main fabric squares  
6 of 2 ½” bkgrd fabric squares  
4 of 2 ½” HSTs main fabrics  
4 of 2 ½” HSTs bkgrd fabrics 
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Suggested Instructions (please use your own favorite methods!): 
Make HST units 
Cut one 4 ¼” square each of main and bkgrd fabrics. Sew right sides together with ¼” seam around all 
edges. Cut across both diagonals and press HSTs open. Trim each HST unit to 2 ½” square. 
 
Assemble Block  

Corner units 
1) Sew together a main color fabric 2 ½” square and an HST. 
2) Sew together a bkgrd fabric 2 ½” square and an HST. 

 
 

3) Sew together 2 sets to make 2 of these corner units: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Four Patch units 

4) Sew together bkgrd and main color 2 ½” strips. Cut into 2 ½” sections and 
press open.  

5) Combine to make two four-patch units.  
 

6)  Combine 2 corner units and 2 four-patch units to complete the block. 
  
 
OR Assemble the Block in Rows: 
Layout HSTs and squares according to block diagram above. Sew together in rows, pressing seams in 
opposite directions for alternating rows or press seams open. Sew rows together and you have one 
block made! 
 
 
If Using Precuts: 
5” Charm Packs also work with this pattern (if it includes 2 squares of each or matching fabric)! Four 
HSTs can be made from one 5” charm and one 5” bkgrd square with plenty of room to trim each HST to 
2 ½”. The other matching charm square can be cut into two 2 ½” squares and one 2 ½” strip to provide 
the squares to match the HSTS for the corner units and one of the four-patch units, respectively. 16 
matched charm pairs (32 squares) will be needed for this, plus 8 additional charms to make the 
additional four-patch units. 
 
I’ve heard 2 ½” HST units can also be made from jelly rolls, but have not tried this myself!  
 


